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Physics for Computer Science Students: With Emphasis on Atomic and Semiconductor PhysicsSpringer, 1998
This text is intended to teach the fundamentals of physics to computer scientists, electrical engineers, and others interested in electronics. The presentation is thus directed toward understanding the fundamental physics of how a computer works, while still providing a broad and effective one-year introduction to classical and modern physics. The...
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Computational Molecular Dynamics: Challenges, Methods, Ideas: Proceeding of the 2nd International SymposiumSpringer, 1998

	On May 21-24, 1997 the Second International Symposium on Algorithms for Macromolecular Modelling was held at the Konrad Zuse Zentrum in Berlin. The event brought together computational scientists in fields like biochemistry, biophysics, physical chemistry, or statistical physics and numerical analysts as well as computer scientists working on...
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How Math Explains the World: A Guide to the Power of Numbers, from Car Repair to Modern PhysicsSmithsonian, 2008

	In How Math Explains the World, mathematician Stein reveals how seemingly arcane mathematical investigations and discoveries have led to bigger, more world-shaking insights into the nature of our world. In the four main sections of the book, Stein tells the stories of the mathematical thinkers who discerned some of the most fundamental...
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Mass Dimension One Fermions (Cambridge Monographs on Mathematical Physics)Cambridge University Press, 2019

	In 2005, Dharam Ahluwalia and Daniel Grumiller reported an unexpected theoretical discovery of mass dimension one fermions. These are an entirely new class of spin one half particles, and because of their mass dimensionality mismatch with the standard model fermions they are a first-principle dark matter candidate. Written by one of the...
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ASP.NET in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2002

	As a quick reference and tutorial in one, ASP.NET in a Nutshell goes beyond the published documentation to highlight little-known details, stress practical uses for particular features, and provide real-world examples that show how features can be used in a working application. This book covers application and...
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XML 1.1 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
If XML can do it, you can do it too ...
If you’re a Web developer, you’ve seen XML rocket to first place as the preferred data format for everything from stock trades to graphic design. In this tightly focused, fully updated guidebook, a top XML authority gives you a complete education in the technology. You’ll learn to write...
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Professional Linux Kernel Architecture (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2008
Find an introduction to the architecture, concepts and algorithms of the Linux kernel in Professional Linux Kernel Architecture, a guide to the kernel sources and large number of connections among subsystems. Find an introduction to the relevant structures and functions exported by the kernel to userland, understand the theoretical and...
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A Complete Introduction to Modern NMR SpectroscopyJohn Wiley & Sons, 1998
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is the study of molecular structure. It is a growing technique particularly in biochemistry and medicinal chemistry, that provides detailed information on molecular structure and dynamics that other methods cannot. Assuming only a first-year chemistry course for background, this practical guide...
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Mechanics: From Newton's Laws to Deterministic ChaosSpringer, 2010

	This book covers all topics in mechanics from elementary Newtonian mechanics, the principles of canonical mechanics and rigid body mechanics to relativistic mechanics and nonlinear dynamics. It was among the first textbooks to include dynamical systems and deterministic chaos in due detail. As compared to the previous editions the present...
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Quantum Mechanics for Pedestrians 1: Fundamentals (Undergraduate Lecture Notes in Physics)Springer, 2013

	This book provides an introduction into the fundamentals of non-relativistic quantum mechanics. In Part 1, the essential principles are developed. Applications and extensions of the formalism can be found in Part 2. The book includes not only material that is presented in traditional textbooks on quantum mechanics, but also discusses in...
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Micromechanisms of Friction and Wear: Introduction to Relativistic Tribology (Springer Series in Materials Science)Springer, 2013

	The modern vision of the micromechanism of friction and wear is explored, from the examination of ideal and real crystal structure and adhesion properties to the dynamics of solid frictional interaction. The fundamental quantum-mechanical and relativity principles of particle interaction are considered as basis of friction micro-process...
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Feynman Lectures On Gravitation (Frontiers in Physics)Westview Press, 1995

	During the 1962-63 academic year, Richard Feynman taught a course at Caltech on gravitation. Taking an untraditional approach to the subject, Feynman aimed the course at advanced graduate students and postdoctoral fellows who were familiar with the methods of relativistic quantum field theory-in particular, with Feynman-diagram perturbation...
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